San Francisco Atheists
We are excited to team up with Modern Times Bookstore to celebrate the launch of Greta Christina's new
book Coming Out Atheist.
"Coming out as an atheist is a powerful, liberating act. It makes life better for yourself, for other atheists, and
for the world. But telling people you’re an atheist can be risky. What are the best ways to do it? And how can
we help each other take this step?
In this compassionate, friendly, down-to-earth how-to guide, popular author and blogger Greta Christina
offers concrete strategies and guiding philosophies for coming out as an atheist. Based on hundreds of
coming-out stories, the book offers a map of the territory atheists are likely to encounter—and ideas on how
to pick the path that’s best for you.
This accessible, empathetic guide reflects a wide range of atheist coming-out experiences.
For atheists who are already out, it gives practical ideas on how to help others join you in the sunlight. And for
atheists who are on the fence, it offers guidance on making that decision—and gentle encouragement to take
that step.
Inspiring and realistic, kind and powerful, Coming Out Atheist is the much-needed guidebook atheists have
been waiting for."
Books will be available for signing and sale for $17.95. The author is donating 10% of her income from this
book to atheist organizations, charities, and projects.
"BUY THIS BOOK IT'S AMAZEBANANAS!" Lauren Lane, Skepticon Co-Founder
Greta Christina is author of the highly-acclaimed Why Are You Atheists So Angry? 99 Things That Piss Off the
Godless. She was ranked as one of the top ten most popular atheist bloggers. She is a regular contributor to
AlterNet, Salon, Free Inquiry, and The Humanist, and her writing has appeared in numerous magazines,
newspapers, and anthologies. She has been writing professionally since 1989, on topics including atheism,
skepticism, sexuality and sex-positivity, LGBT issues, politics, culture, and whatever crosses her mind. She is on
the speakers’ bureaus of the Secular Student Alliance and the Center for Inquiry. She lives in San Francisco
with her wife, Ingrid.
Saturday April 26
3:30-5:30 pm
Modern Times Bookstore
2919 24th Street, near Harrison
Several blocks from the 24th Street BART station, and close to many MUNI lines: 9, 10, 12, 14, 27, 48, etc.
Drinks & snacks will be served.
******************************
Coming soon: May 1 National Day of Reason
May 31 SkeptiCal Conference
******************************
Two lectures from Darwin Day 2014 in Oakland are now available on Youtube: Nobel Prize winning biologist
Randy Schekman on cellular transport, and evolutionary biologist David Seaborg (as Charles Darwin) on
biodiversity.

